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Objective

NAV

MTC Founders Fund (“Founders”, “MTC” or the “Fund”) aims
to achieve a net return of 8-12% p.a. over a 3-5-year period by
investing in a portfolio of global listed equities. MTC invests
predominantly in large cap companies listed in the US and other
developed countries and employs a value driven, bottom-up
investment approach. MTC’s benchmark is the Straits Times
Index (“STI”) and the MSCI All Country World Index (“MSCI
ACWI”). The STI was chosen as a benchmark as MTC’s
investors are predominantly from Southeast Asia and benchmark
themselves to Singapore. MSCI ACWI is the second benchmark
as it was designed to best represent broad global equity-market
performance. Performance is reported in USD.
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Performance & Benchmark Comparison
Founders, STI & MSCI ACWI

MTC

MTC delivered a since inception net return of 59.5% (4.8% p.a.),
outperforming the STI but underperforming the MSCI ACWI,
which returned -6.1% (-0.6% p.a.) and 95.5% (7.0% p.a.)
respectively.
Our since inception return took a tremendous hit due to the
significant decline this quarter (-29.6%). As staggering as the
decline is, we urge our investors not to panic as the underlying
portfolio’s intrinsic value remains intact and it is just the extreme
volatility of the market that has resulted in lower share prices of
our stocks for the quarter. In fact, for the last few months, the
portfolio has been down approximately 15% from beginning of
each month to the middle of the respective month (around the
16th) only to recover by the end of that month. Unfortunately, for
this month it was different. Hence, at times like these we must
embrace the volatility rather than try to curb it, as we may end up
locking in losses or sacrificing future returns if we become reactive
to the month-to-month market swings. All our companies have
navigated the Covid-19 crisis with continued profitability, and
many are trading at a PE close to 10 with continued growth
prospects. This is no time to be fearful and commit silly errors.
As for our commentary on the markets, no index was spared for
the quarter, where the quarter continued with the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, geopolitical tensions increasing, actual
observance of high inflation, the aggressive increase in interest
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Performance & Benchmark Comparison
(continued)

Company Listing
Breakdown

Founders, STI & MSCI ACWI (continued)

Current Quarter (Jun 2022)

rates worldwide and ending the quarter with fears of a prolonged
recession. As negative as things sound, we must remember that
expectations tend to exaggerate reality. The 2020 Covid
catastrophe was for worse than today’s environment therefore we
are hopeful things will pass through this downturn safely.

9%
19%

Portfolio
Geography / Company Listing Breakdown

72%

The reduction of our Australian allocation from 13% to 9% was
due to our trimming and profit taking for an Australian company
that did not crash over the quarter. Those proceeds were
subsequently invested in a new theme – US Retail – a sector in
which companies’ share prices have crashed as much as -75%
compared to a year ago. Otherwise, the geographic portions
remain the same as the previous quarter with single digit
variances. The major difference is that of our year-on-year
comparison, which we deliberately altered as a result of buying
into Chinese Tech in 2021 as it was out of favour, and
unfortunately taking a huge short-term hit as most of these
companies declined even further as we continued building up our
positions. However, our assessment is that our selected Chinese
Tech companies still have a high probability of more than
doubling in the next 5 years from our average purchase price. We
just didn’t get our average price at the absolute bottom (one rarely
does).
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Prior Quarter (Mar 2022)

13%
20%
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Sector Breakdown
Our sector breakdown remains similar as the prior quarter, where
the increase in Consumer Discretionary from 27% to 32% is due
to our new theme in US Retail. We also switched out from a
company in Communication Services that did not fall as much
and invested into another company we already owned in the same
sector that fell approx. -50% for the year.
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Cash

AU

Prior Year (Jun 2021)

Value Breakdown
The Value breakdown on the other hand had a major change as
Deep Value moved from 56% to 79% of the portfolio at quarter
end. The main reason was the decline in share prices of the exact
same companies we hold that have become even cheaper, as Value
dropped from 29% to 5% of the portfolio. This is another
explanation as to why our NAV dropped materially for the quarter
as our companies became significantly cheaper. We have only
rotated approx. 15% of the portfolio, which was a trim from our
Australian company to US Retail, and the switch of one company
in Communication Services to another. Hence, the decline in
NAV for the quarter of -29.6% was due to the remaining 85% of
the same portfolio companies becoming cheaper.
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Portfolio (Continued)

Sector
Breakdown (GICS)

Portfolio Leverage Breakdown
Our leverage levels have increased significantly, from 32% to 44%
for the quarter, due to 1) the share prices of our portfolio
companies dropping and 2) some increases in leverage to collect
US Retail and maintain our allocation in Communication Services
that had one of the worst quarters since Quarter 4, 2018. For risk
management purposes, we will maintain the same dollar leverage
going forward to avoid any possibility of a margin call. However,
the percentages of our portfolio will vary from month to month
depending on the volatility of the markets.

Current Quarter (Jun 2022)
5%
22%
41%

32%

The Companies in Detail
In summary, our utilisation of leverage magnified our 2022 yearto-date losses at -36% versus -21% of the MSCI ACWI. Also, the
main contributor to the decline is the fall in share prices of all our
companies within our largest segment, Communication Services,
where all our companies fell by more than -20% YTD. Examples
of share price performances YTD for companies in this sector that
we may or may not own include: Snap: -72%, Netflix: -71%,
Facebook: -52%, Warner Brothers: -43%, Amazon: -34%,
Google: -24%, and Paramount: -18%. A more detailed summary
of our portfolio is below:
•

Communication Services – Our portfolio companies mainly
derive their revenue from streaming and theatrical
entertainment, and online advertising. Although the reasoning
for the decline in share price is different for each sub-sector,
the consensus is the fear of a long-winded recession and the
decline in advertising dollars, increased competition, and
increasing regulation. Ignoring the short-term headwinds,
online activities, and media consumption is now the lifeblood
of people’s lifestyles and we don’t believe people will stop
consuming these in such drastic fashion compared to other
forms of consumption like buying a new car or renovating their
home. We have selected what we have researched to continue
to be the market leader, or alternatively selected a company in
let’s say 3rd of 4th place going to become either 1st or 2nd place.
To remind people of history, in the late ‘90s, Disney was
viewed as a company that had passed its time almost like
Kodak had with its stock price languishing for close to a
decade. Subsequently, with a good strategy post 2005, when
it acquired Pixar, Marvel, and Lucas Films, it grew again to
become the darling entertainment company of the current
decade. The same thing can happen to other companies we
own in Communication Services. Hence, we should not panic
if the stock prices now are in a decline. And instead, we should
remain confident in the companies’ business model and
growth strategy.

Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Information Technology
Others
Cash

Prior Quarter (Mar 2022)
7%
22%

44%

27%
Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Information Technology
Others
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Prior Year (Jun 2021)

23%
36%

21%
20%
Communication Services
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Information Technology
Others
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Portfolio (continued)
The Companies in Detail (continued)

Value
Breakdown

•

Current Quarter (Jun 2022)

•

Information Technology – Our selected companies in this
sector consist of semiconductor companies, which also
dropped considerably for the quarter and YTD. Same
reasoning as the overall market – the worry of a looming
recession resulting in IT spending by businesses and
individuals declining after the massive work-from-home spike
during the pandemic has weighed heavily on the share price.
We do expect some short-term cyclical correction and
weakness to occur as people don’t replace PCs yearly, but also
knowing that the pandemic lockdown accelerated IT
adoption. The main issue for semiconductors is the supply
chain issues where demand is unable to be met. Perhaps,
inflation and expectations of a possible recession came at a bad
time but that negative catalyst is expected to disappear quickly
as the demand is still strong in this sector.
Others – In US Retail, we invested in a company we have
previously owned and in an industry we have well researched
over the last five years. Our portfolio companies in this sector
have also managed Covid-19 successfully, coming out of it
with a profit, and are now in the second year of their
turnaround plan. One could argue that Covid-19 forced them
to have the courage to turnaround the business, by cutting
loss-making brands and stores, streamlining their products,
and pivoted them to online commerce. Hence, why we feel
that despite a possible recession the Company will manage to
grow stronger when the recession resides.

16%
5%

79%
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Value
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Cash

Prior Quarter (Mar 2022)

15%

56%

29%

Other Topics
Buying at the Bottom
We have mentioned and noted many times the difficulty of timing
the bottom. A hypothetical best-case scenario would be to sell our
portfolio last year in Jun 2021 when we were at the peak in terms
of NAV and wait a year and buy today at Jun 2022. However, that
is a trader’s mentality as opposed to an investor, and evidence
suggests that attempting to do so is investor folly. If you wanted
to own a company that could go up 10X in a decade like Apple,
Tesla or Amazon, it would have been a better strategy to buy-andhold and generate a subsequent 9.5X return and accept not
capturing the bottom. The act of attempting to catch the bottom
might result in a situation where the stock did not crash and
instead went up and up and thus losing out on the 9.5X return.
Clearly it is incredibly challenging in managing volatility if you are
a buy-and-hold investor, and intend to keep companies for more
than 5 years. The strategy we employ, when we manage a portfolio
over an infinite investment period, is to do some slight trimming
and rotating to new stocks on occasion. However, almost never
are you lucky enough where you can simultaneously dump a
company you held for 5+ years at its exact peak and enter a new
company you intend to own for the next 5+ years at the exact
bottom.
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Other Topics (continued)

Portfolio Leverage
Breakdown

Buying at the Bottom (continued)
We have learned the hard way in the last decade when we sold
Apple after getting our ~10x after 10 years, and Facebook after
getting ~3x in a year, and lost the last few years of gains from their
continued upward momentum. If we had decided to buy, say
Apple back, we had to buy it at a higher price, giving up those
gains in between. A great company’s stock can be volatile, but it
never stays down for long. And when it does rally, it is so sudden
and rapid that most people or even robots will never have the will
to buy it back. So, if you have a great company whose investment
performance requires a decade long investment thesis, one should
be patient and deal with the volatility.
Another comment on volatility is that if you are targeting a return
of 100% over a long period – let’s say 5 years – then what is a 20%
drop in 6 months in the grand scheme of things? The ratio of
returns to losses is 5:1, which if you think about it, is very good
odds. So hypothetically, if you wanted to have a max volatility on
the downside of say 5% at any given point in time and using the
same 5:1 reward:risk ratio, your upside would be capped at 25%.
The point is if you are trying to get those big return numbers, you
must accept that volatility. Of course, the flipside of this
hypothetical case is a fund manager picked a bad investment and
it dropped 20% and even after a decade, it never recovers.
Hopefully, the explanation of our portfolio above and our track
record demonstrate that we are not the hypothetical fund manager
that has the majority of his portfolio companies drop 20% and
never recover after a decade! Nor are we the fund manager that
has all our stocks with a reward:risk ratios of 10:1, hence why we
have to deal with the volatility. (Beware: if there is a fund manager
that boasts a ratio of 10:1 on every stock, you better be wary,
because no intelligent person will say she is always right. Plus,
even the best VC funds can’t produce those types of returns
consistently). For the last 2 years, everyone said cryptocurrencies
were the next big thing, that the hundreds of coins out there were
sure to make everyone rich, and then history repeats itself and
people lose money again.

Current Quarter (Jun 2022)
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Market Insights & Outlook
If it happens, we can’t predict how bad or long the recession would be, and we don’t think an economist
can either. However, what we both agree on is that the market operates in cycles, and there are troughs
and peaks. After a descension, there will be an ascension, so we have to be patient. Also, if you are
invested in a company or in an economy that has sound, structural growth, every trough of the cycle is
the best time to invest. Hence to conclude with an often repeated saying by Warren Buffett: “Be fearful
when others are greedy, and greedy when others are fearful”. Greedy we have been as we collected on each
decline, and our readers should too, in our fund or the stock market. Also, if we said in the last quarter
that our portfolio is cheap, then it is at bargain level pricing right now.

Appendix: Performance
Since Inception (Jul 2012 – Jun 2022), net of fees, USD
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this report are those of Devan Linus Rajadurai, MTC’s Co-Founder, CEO & Chief Investment Officer. MTC’s
investment strategy is implemented by the Fund’s Investment Manager, MTC Asset Management (M) Sdn. Bhd. licensed by Securities
Commission Malaysia (CMSL: eCMSL/A0333/2015). The Fund is a regulated mutual fund under the Mutual Funds Law of the
Cayman Islands and is registered with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority.
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